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心词汇Mingle (with) 使相混,使混合Although the colonists to

some extent with the native Americans, the Indians’ influence on

American culture and language was not extensive.(2000.6.62)A

migrated B matched C mingled D melted Now the cheers and

applause in a single sustained roar.(2000.1.53)A mingled B

concentrated C assembled D permeated Now the cheers and

applause in a single sustained roar.(2005.6.47)A mingled B tangled C

baffled D huddled Mechanism n. 机械装置来源

：www.examda.com There is supposed to be a safety which makes it

impossible for trains to collide.(2000.6.55)A appliance B accessory C

machine D mechanism Manifestation n. 表现形式The of a cultural

phenomenon is usually a logical consequence of some physical

aspect in the life style of the people. (97.6.69)A implementation B

manifestation C demonstration D expedition Minority n. 少数Most

nurses are women, but in the higher ranks of the medical profession

women are in a .(97.6.53)A scarcity B minority C minimum D

shortage Morality n. 道德Many people think that the standards of

public have declined. (96.6.43)A morality B rightness C awareness D

mentalityMinimize v. 把----减到最低The fire has caused great

losses, but the factory tried to the consequences by saying that the

damage was not as serious as reported. (991.46)A decrease B subtract

C minimize D degradeMonitor v. 监测To prevent flooding In



winter the water flowing from the dam is constantly by a

computer.(99.6.59)A graded B managed C conducted D monitored

While you pedal away on the exercise bicycle, a machine will be your

breathing and pulse.A reviewing B screening C surveying D

monitoring Mobile a. 移动的,流动的The service operates 36

libraries throughout the country, while six libraries specially serve the

countryside.(93.6.54)A mobile B drifting C shifting D rotating

Merciful a. 仁慈的,宽大的Even though he was guilty, the judge did

not send him to prison.(971.54)A merciful B impartial C

conscientious D conspicuousMassive a. 大规模的,大量的来源

：www.examda.com Among all the changes resulting from the entry

of women into the work force, the transformation that has occurred

in the women themselves is not the least important.(2000.6.42)A

massive B quantitative C surplus D formidableMisfortune. N. 不

幸He believed that the greatest of his was that h’d never have a

college education.(96.1.51)A griefs B misfortunes C disasters D

sorrowsMiniature n. 缩影The toy maker produces a copy of the

space station, exact in every detail.(02.6.64)A minimal B minimum C

miniature D minor Multitude n. the multitude of ( a multitude of ) 

众多,大量The English language contains a of words which are

comparatively seldom used in ordinary conversation. (05.6.53)A

latitude B multitude C magnitude D longitude Magnify v. 放大A

microscope will these germs so that you can actually see them.A

increase B raise C magnify D improveThe microscope and

telescoped, with their capacity to enlarge,isolate and

probe,demonstrate how details can be and separated from the



whole.(05.1.59)A radiated B extended C prolonged D magnified

Motivate v. 驱使If businessmen are taxed too much, they will no

longer be work hard, with the result that tax revenue might actually

shrink.(05.6.57)A cultivated B licensed C motivated D innovated

Manifest v. 显现,表现His illness first itself as severe stomach pains

and headaches.(04.6.56)A expressed B manifested C reflected D

displayed Migrate v. (鸟)的迁移We find that some birds twice a

year between hot and cold countries.(03.1.59)A transfer B commute

C migrate D emigrateMediate v. 调停President Wilson attempted to

between the powers to end the war, but neither side was prepared to

give in.(04.1.57)A segregate B whirl C compromise D mediate
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